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Positive felling raises positive thinking, positive thinking 
contributes to positive acting, positive acting creates positive result, 
and positive result will make a positive filling. 
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SRI NURYANTO. A320100001. CODE MIXING USED IN SBY’S 
POLITICAL SPEECHES PERIOD 2009 – 2014. RESEARCH PAPER. 
SURAKARTA: SCHOOL OF TEACHER TRAINING AND EDUCATION. 
MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA. 2014. 
Code mixing is condition when speaker mixes one language with another in 
their speaking activities. This research focuses on the code mixing used in SBY’s 
political speeches period 2009 - 2014. This research is aimed to describe language 
form used in SBY’s political speeches. It is also aimed to examine the factors that 
cause code mixing in SBY’s speeches.  
The type of research is descriptive qualitative research. Object of research is 
language form of code mixing used in SBY’s political speeches of the period 2009 -
2014 and the factors that cause those codes mixing. Data are the sentences that 
contain code mixing in SBY’s political speeches that is published in 
presidenri.go.id in September 2013. In collecting data, the writer uses 
documentation technique. The writer collects the data from the site presidenri.go.id. 
The findings show that the language form consists of word: noun (23,26%), 
verb (5,81%), adjective (2,32%); compound noun (18,60%); phrase: noun phrase 
(33,72%), verb phrase (3,49%) , and infinitive phrase (3,49%); compound noun – 
phrase (1,16%); Clause (2,32%); hybridization (4,65%); And gradual comparison of 
adjective (1,16%). Noun phrase dominates language form of code mixing in SBY’s 
speeches. Factor causing code mixing in SBY’s speech consists of internal factors: 
low frequency of word (5,81%), and pernicious homonymy (1,16%); and external 
factors: introduction and development new culture (13,95%), insufficiently 
differentiated (5,81%), social value (59,30%) and oversight (13,95%). Social value 
dominates factor causing code mixing in SBY’s speeches.  
 
Key word : code mixing, language form, factor causing code mixing, SBY’s 
speeches 
 
